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ABSTRACT

1

In this paper we address the problem of outsourcing sensitive
strings while still providing the functionality of substring searches.
While security is one important aspect that requires careful system
design, the practical application of the solution depends on feasible processing time and integration efforts into existing systems.
That is, searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) allows queries on
encrypted data but makes common indexing techniques used in
database management systems for fast query processing impossible.
As a result, the overhead for deploying such functional and secure encryption schemes into database systems while maintaining
acceptable processing time requires carefully designed special purpose index structures. Such structures are not available on common
database systems but require individual modifications depending
on the deployed SSE scheme.
Our technique transforms the problem of secure substring search
into range queries that can be answered efficiently and in a privacypreserving way on common database systems without further modifications using frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption. We
evaluated our prototype implementation deployed in a real-world
scenario, including the consideration of network latency, we demonstrate the practicability of our scheme with 98.3 ms search time
for 10, 000 indexed emails. Further, we provide a practical security
evaluation of this transformation based on the bucketing attack that
is the best known published attack against this kind of propertypreserving encryption.

With the paradigm shift from on-premise software to cloud computing and cloud storage, new attackers, e.g. external attackers
but also inside attackers like malicious cloud administrators need
to be considered. Encrypted databases, such as cryptDB [29], address these trust issues with minimal computation overhead and
small integration effort into existing database systems and provide
functionalities for equality checks, range queries and secure data
aggregation. While standard randomized encryption schemes such
as AES offer semantic security, they render any computation on
this encrypted data impossible. However, especially in the domain
of big data applications the capability of filtering outsourced encrypted data directly in the cloud environment is crucial due to
limited computation power and storage of the clients’ devices such
as mobile phones.
One filtering functionality that is still rarely addressed is substring search over encrypted data [11, 14]. Chase and Shen present
a scheme that processes suffix trees in a private interactive protocol
purely based on secure computation resulting in a scheme even
secure against a malicious attacker [11]. While their solution offers
a high security level, the practical deployment is debatable due to
high modification efforts required on the underlying database system and the interactivity that is impractical in environments with
high round-trip times, however, no practical evaluation has been
given. Further, even minimal database updates result in a complete
re-initialization of the suffix tree.
Another scheme presented by Faber et al. [14] is an extension
of their searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) scheme supporting
conjunctive queries [9]. They divide the text to be outsourced into
k-grams outsourced using searchable encryption. Each substring
search is then the conjunction of such k-grams with correct relative position offset. Evaluating the correct position offset requires
modular exponentiations on the client side for each search query,
thus hindering the deployment of the scheme on client devices
with limited computational and battery power. Further, searchable
symmetric encryption performs a special search operation on encrypted data applying a so called search token. Introducing this
special search operation in combination with the privately computed search token, increases the security of all outsourced but
non-matching values, i.e. in the best case all non-matching values
stay semantically secure, that is as secure as in the case of using
a standard encryption scheme. However, modifications on the underlying database are necessary since the search function has been
altered and slows down the search operation. In order do minimize
this computation slowdown, special search indexes with minimal
leakage are proposed [13, 15, 27] that induce additional complexity
of the required database modifications.
In this paper we discuss the application of a frequency-hiding
order-preserving (FHOPE [21]) encryption scheme for practical
and secure substring searches. On the one hand, the big advantage
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INTRODUCTION
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of applying such property-preserving encryption is the possibility
to re-use common algorithms for building search indexes without any system internal modification. More precisely, the indexing
algorithms for common databases systems rely on exactly these
properties that are preserved even after the encryption process. This
allows a straightforward and feasible integration of our scheme
into existing databases without the need of modifying the underlying database internals. Further, our construction allows substring
queries with only one communication round. We validate the practical deployment by means of our developed prototype on top a
common MySQL database in a real-world environment including
network overhead and report performance numbers below 100
milliseconds for substring searches in databases comprising up to
10, 000 text files of the Enron dataset [1].
On the other hand, security consequences of property-preserving
encryption are uncertain and depend heavily on the plaintext data
and the attacker model. As demonstrated recently, the preserved
properties, namely order and plaintext frequency, of frequencyleaking order-preserving encryption can be exploited by an attacker
and enables him to reconstruct a large share of encrypted values.
That is, Naveed et al. [26] were able to retrieve up to 80% of plaintext
data, and Grubbs et al. [16] even reached recovery rates up to 99%.
In contrast, the experiments performed in this work based on the
Enron dataset show that a successful attack on our frequency-hiding
order-preserving encryption scheme tailored for secure substring
search heavily depends on the background knowledge of an attacker.
Particularly, the success of plaintext recovery of the bucketing
attack suggested recently by Grubbs et al. [16] ranges between 1%
and 15% success ratio in plaintext fragment recovery.
The contributions of our scheme for secure substring search can
be summarized as follows:
• Easy to integrate into existing database solutions; no modifications of the underlying database management system are
required.
• Compared to other schemes supporting secure substring
search our scheme can be tweaked so that one round of
communication is sufficient.
• We give a comprehensive practical evaluation of the complete protocol execution time (for real-world use cases) based
on the Enron dataset and achieve processing time of 98.3 ms
for 10, 000 indexed emails.
• The presented protocol offers the best security level known
for order-preserving encryption that has been introduced by
Kerschbaum [21]. Furthermore, we give a practical security
evaluation based on best known published attacks on such
encryption schemes [16] and report a success ratio between
1% and 15%.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we
revise the cryptographic building blocks used in our construction
and introduce our notation. In the following Section 3 we present
the construction that realizes substring search on encrypted data
with database modifications and in Section 4 we present different
tweaks for varying scenarios. Next, in Section 5 we present the
formal security notion our construction achieves and evaluate the
practical consequences for substring search of this security notion.
A detailed performance evaluation based on the Enron dataset is
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given in Section 6 showing the practicability of our scheme. Further
ideas and extension of our scheme are discussed in Section 7. We
revise related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2

DEFINITION

We write [a, b] with a, b ∈ N and a < b for the range beginning
at a and ending at b, [a, b] = {x ∈ N | a ≤ x ≤ b}. In this work
we assume a string s with length l over an alphabet Σ, e.g., Σ is
the entire set of ASCII characters and string s ∈ Σl , further we
write |s | to refer to the length of this string so |s | = l. Denoting si
as the character of string s at position i, we define the k-gram of
this string with position i as sequence of characters with length
k starting at position i, i.e. si . . . si+k −1 ∈ Σk . Given a k-gram
kg ∈ s, we denote poss [kg] as the ordered list of all positions
where kg occurs in s and #poss [kg] denotes the number of elements.
Furthermore, we assume a total order over the alphabet Σ, so that
it is possible to sort strings consisting of characters of the alphabet
Σ, e.g., lexicographic order or an order that is based on the internal
bit string representation.

2.1

Used Encryption Schemes

In this work we utilize a symmetric encryption scheme with semantic security consisting of three polynomial-time algorithms.
• k ← Gen(λ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a security
parameter λ as input and outputs a secret key sk.
• c ← Enc(sk, m) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a secret
key sk and a plaintext m as input and outputs a ciphertext c.
• m ← Dec(sk, c) is a deterministic algorithm that takes a secret key sk and a ciphertext c as input and outputs a plaintext
m.
Correctness requires Dec(sk, Enc(sk, m)) = m for all keys sk and
valid messages m. Further, in some constructions we require deterministic encryption denoted as EncDet such that EncDet (sk, m 1 ) =
EncDet (sk, m 2 ) iff. m 1 = m 2 .
In addition, we make use of a frequency-hiding order-preserving
encryption (FHOPE) scheme [21] that consists of three polynomialtime algorithms.
• ST ← GenFHOPE (1λ ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes
a security parameter λ as input and outputs a secret state
ST .
• ST ′, y ← EncFHOPE (ST , x) is a probabilistic algorithm that
takes a secret state ST and a plaintext x as input and outputs
an updated secret state ST ′ and ciphertext y.
• x ← DecFHOPE (ST , y) is a deterministic algorithm that takes
a secret state ST and a ciphertext y as input and outputs a
plaintext m.
Correctness requries DecFHOPE (ST , EncFHOPE (ST , x)) = x for any
consistent secret state ST and plaintext x. The order-preserving
property requires that the order of the plaintexts is preserved
on the ciphertexts, that is, y1 ≥ y2 ⇒ x 1 ≥ x 2 with yi ←
EncFHOPE (ST , x i ).
Note that our construction does not need the decryption functionality, so one can use a frequency-hiding order-preserving one-way
function.
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2.2

Secure Substring Search

We now formalize a scheme that supports substring search over
encrypted data. A substring searchable encryption scheme over an
alphabet Σ consists of the following algorithms.
• Gen(1λ ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a security
parameter 1λ as input and outputs a secret key sk.
• ST , I ← Enc(sk, s) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a
secret key sk and plaintext string s ∈ Σ∗ as input and outputs
a secret state ST and a privacy-preserving search index I .
• r ← Query(sk, ST , q, I ) is a (possibly multi-round) protocol
between a client and a server. The client’s input is a secret
key sk, a secret state ST and a substring q ∈ Σ∗ and the
server’s input is a privacy-preserving search index I . The
client’s output is a query result r comprising of poss [q] and
the server has no output.
Correctness requires that for each position i in the query result
r ← Query(sk, ST , q, I ) for all ST , I ← Enc(sk, s) it holds that
si , . . . , si+ |q | = q. Further, completeness requires that for any
query q, secret key sk and plaintext s all positions i ∈ [0, |s |] such
that si , . . . , si+ |q | = q are contained in the query result i ∈ r ←
Query(sk, ST , q, I ) with ST , I ← Enc(sk, s). For example, assuming
the outsourced plaintext string “banana” and the subsequent substring query “ana”, the query result should be exactly the set of
positions {1, 3} in order to be correct and complete.
Note, that this substring searchable encryption scheme has no
explicit decryption algorithm but can be supplemented by encrypting the complete plaintext s with a general (semantically secure)
symmetric encryption scheme. Further we assume the query length
is small compared to the message length, i.e. |q| << |s |.

3

IMPLEMENTATION

For the goals of our encryption scheme, namely, easy deployment to
existing database management systems and fast execution time for
practical adoption, we propose different approaches that all provide
the functionality of secure substring searches. We will describe the
main idea in the next section from a high level perspective and go
into more detail and different variations in the subsequent section.

3.1

Basic Encryption

Before the data outsourcing step, a preprocessing encryption step
must be performed in a trusted environment, resulting in a secret
state ST remaining on the client and the privacy-preserving search
index I that can be outsourced. This step is done by the preprocessor – this could either be the client’s device or a dedicated trusted
third party that provides this (potentially computational expensive
operation depending on the database size) preprocessing step as
a service. The secure outsourcing process is a protocol between
three parties: i) the client who holds sensitive data, ii) the preprocessor who transforms this sensitive data, iii) the untrusted database
storing the privacy-preserving search index.
For simplicity, only the case of encrypting a single string is presented. It can, however, be easily extended to support encryption of
multiple strings, e.g. concatenate all strings and extend the position
information with string identifier. Given a string s to be outsourced,
the preprocessor divides this string into |s | overlapping k-grams
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denoted д1 , . . . , д |s | . These k-grams дj are then encrypted using a
simple FHOPE encryption implementation resulting in their corresponding FHOPE ciphertexts denoted as o j :
• Build a map where each unique k-gram kgi is mapped to
the list containing all position where said k-gram appears,
i.e. poss [kgi ].
• Each position list poss [kgi ] is permuted.
• Sort this map lexicographically according to its keys, i.e. the
set of all unique k-grams kgi appearing in string s.
• Iterating over this sorted k-gram map, all positions are enumerated, resulting in one coherent ciphertext range for each
(kg ) (kgi )
k-gram [o 1 i , o #pos
]. The secret state ST must be mains [kgi ]
tained at the client side in order to enable the client to query
this search index. That is, a map of all unique k-grams kgi together with the corresponding FHOPE-range, i.e. the lowest
(kg )
(kgi )
ciphertext o 1 i and the highest ciphertext o #pos
.
[kg ]
s

i

Each value o j occurs exactly once, hence even the same k-gram
maps to different order-preserving ciphertexts resulting in a frequencyhiding scheme for k-grams. Each FHOPE encrypted k-gram is
equipped with encrypted position information. Using a common
symmetric encryption scheme the preprocessor encrypts the particular position information poss [kgi ] for each k-gram kgi resultkg
ing in c j i = Enc(sk, p j ) for all p j ∈ poss [kgi ]. The set of tuples
kg kg 
o j i , c j i j=1, ...,#pos kg for all unique kgi is then the most simple
s
i
privacy-preserving search index I and the secret state ST is sent to
the client. We evaluate the practical viability of this client state in
Section 6.1. A formal description of the preprocessing and encryption step for one string is given in Algorithm 1 and an example for
encrypting the string “bananas” with k-gram size k = 3 is given in
Table 1 and Table 2.
Algorithm 1: Encryption of one string

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

Data: A string s = s 1 . . . sl , k -gram length k, secret key sk
Result: @DB: search index I . @CL: secret state ST .
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n − k } дi = s i . . . s i +k ;
∀i ∈ {n − k + 1, . . . , n } дi = s i . . . s n ;
Define pos as Map< k-gram, List < Integer >> ; /* Map each
k -gram to its positions in s */
Define д as list containing all unique k -grams;
Sort д lexicographically;
Define ST as empty list;
Define o = 0 ;
/* current FHOPE ciphertext */
foreach kg j ∈ д do
define starto = o;
l ← shuffle(pos[kg j ]);
foreach p ∈ l do
c ← Enc(sk, p);

I .add( o, c );
o = o + 1;

ρ kgi = starto , o − 1 ;
kg
ST .add (kgi , ρ i );
/* k -gram and FHOPE ciphertext
range */
Return ST , I
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FHOPE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Position
Encsk (4)
Encsk (2)
Encsk (6)
Encsk (1)
Encsk (3)
Encsk (5)
Encsk (7)

Table 1: Search Index I

3.2

kGram
ana
as_
ban
nan
nas
s__

start
0
2
3
4
5
6

end
1
2
3
4
5
6
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the same substring query can result in different k-gram queries
even consisting of a different number of k-grams. For example, the
outsourced string “bananas” and k = 3 result in search index I
and the secret state ST as given in Table 1 and Table 2. Assume
the client is searching for the substring “anana”, then one possible
tokenization is the following:
{(’nan’, 0), (’ana’, −1), (’ana’, 1)}

Table 2: Secret State ST

However, as we can see, this results in 3 tokens being generated,
and none of them are disjoint from their neighbors, unlike when, for
example, simply generating the tokenization with maximal offset k

Basic Tokenization

After the initial data preprocessing step, the resulting privacypreserving search index I is transferred to the untrusted database
and the secure state ST is transferred to the client. Recall, that
the underlying database system can be any common database system like MySQL without further modifications; the secret state
can be stored in another (trusted) database as well as in a plain
textfile. Given a substring query q = q 1 , . . . , ql the client holding
the secret states tokenizes this query to be compatible with the
privacy-preserving search index.
For simplicity, first assume l ≤ k, that is, the queried substring
is at most as long as the k-gram length used during the preprocessing step. The client accesses the secret state and looks up the
last indexed k-gram kgi that is smaller than q and the first indexed
k-gram kgj that is greater than q (according to the defined order
over alphabet Σ). Since the client state is stored in a sorted structure,
this search can be completed in logarithmic time, e.g. by applying
binary search. The corresponding FHOPE-range ρ q = [ρÛq , ρ̄ q ], bekg

i
ginning at ρÛq = o #pos[kд
ending at ρ̄ q = o 1 j is then evaluated
i]
on the database and results in all encrypted position informations
that substring occurs in the query. This encrypted result set is then
transferred to the client and decrypted there.
Now we are ready for the more general construction for a substring query q = q 1 . . . ql with l > k. In order to support such
queries, the client transforms the substring query q into multiple
(if possible disjoint) k-grams with size of at most k that overlap or
follow directly, i.e. their relative distance is smaller or equal than k.
Therefore, the client chooses a reference k-gram kgref , and assigns
it the relative position δ ref = 0. The relative positions δ of all other
k-grams in the query are then given relatively to this reference
k-gram. If any of these k-grams could not be found in the secret
state, this k-gram was not part of the original text, and thus the
query cannot be a substring of the indexed text. Otherwise, we
know that all k-grams are part of string s, but not whether they
build the desired substring. For that, the set of returned positions
for each k-gram query is either decrypted on the client side and
filtered for the correct positions offsets or processed directly on the
server side as discussed in the following Section 4.
We will use the statement

kg

{’ana’ : [0, 1], ’nan’[4, 4]} ← convert(ST , ’anana’).

τ , ρ ← convert(ST , q)
to refer to the process happening on the client side before the actual
database queries. In this case, τ contains the tuples τi = (kgi , δi )
and ρ is a map where every k-gram kgi is mapped to a FHOPErange ρ i . Note that the result of this process is not unique, hence

{(’ana’, 0), (’na’, 3)}
{’ana’ : [0, 1], ’na’ : [4, 5]} ← convert(ST , ’anana’).
Moreover, the length of the FHOPE range is an indicator of how
often a certain k-gram appears in the original text, e.g., k-grams like
“the” or “of” appear much more often than others. This allows the
client to optimize the convert process with respect to the filtering
overhead. The server is queried for all FHOPE-ranges ρ computed
by convert via common database queries. These FHOPE-range
queries can be evaluated efficiently on standard databases due to
preserved order of the k-grams after applying Algorithm 1 and
indexing techniques for range queries such as B-Trees.

4

FILTERING STRATEGIES

In this section we discuss different approaches for filtering the result
sets matching each FHOPE-range query. For demonstration purpose
we give examples of resulting database queries in SQL. We give
three different approaches, with varying filtering complexity for
the client and the server. On the one hand, the filter process can be
executed solely on the client resulting in a one-round protocol, that
is, all database queries can be sent in one batch without waiting
for intermediate result sets. On the other hand, the server side
evaluation is based on a two-round protocol but omits any postprocessing (except decryption) required by the client. The impact on
performance in different scenarios is evaluated in detail in Section 6.

4.1

Position Set Reduction

This is the most straightforward solution, namely, every FHOPE
ciphertext-range ρ i is queried separately on the database, resulting
in position sets poss [kgi ] for each unique k-gram kgi . Note, that
these FHOPE-ciphertext range queries can be submitted in one
(parallel) batch denoted as batchQuery() in Protocol 2 with the
corresponding SQL queries
SELECT Pos FROM Index WHERE (ρÛ0 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 0 )
SELECT Pos FROM Index WHERE (ρÛ1 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 1 ) . . .
......
The complete position filtering process is performed afterwards on
the client side according to their position offset δi . In more detail,
given the position set poss [kgref ] of the reference k-gram, each
other position set pos[kgi ] is corrected by adding δi . The intersection of all these corrected position sets contains the actual positions
Ñ
the queried substring occurs (kgi ,δi )∈ττ {p + δi | p ∈ pos[kgi ]}.
The complete filtering algorithm is described in Protocol 2.

Practical and Secure Substring Search
Protocol 2: Client Side Position Set Reduction

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Data: @DB: search Index I .
@CL: Query q = q 1 . . . ql , State ST
Result: Set of matching positions for q.
τ , ρ ← convert(ST , q)
/* We assume all tokens exist in ST .
*/
pos ←I.bat chQuery(ρρ )
⟨kgref, δ ref ⟩ ← τ .r emove F ir st ()
/* Here δ = 0 */
posref ← ρ .дet (kgref )
foreach < kgi , δ i > ∈ τ do
pos[kgi ] /* Matches for current k-gram
*/
foreach base ∈ posref do
if not pos[kgi ].cont ains(base + δ i ) then
posref .r emove(base)
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Protocol 3: Partitioned Search Algorithm

8

Data: @DB: search Index I .
@CL: Query q = q 1 . . . ql , State ST
Result: Set r of matching positions for q.
τ , ρ ← convert(ST , q)
/* We assume all tokens exist in ST .
*/
encFragments = I .queryAll(ρρ )
Define pos as empty List
foreach enc F ∈ encFragments do
f ← Dec(enc F )
p ← fragment.find(q)
/* We assume find returns −1 if q is not contained
*/
if p >= 0 then
pos.add(pos + fragmentOffset)

9

Return pos

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

Return posref

4.2

Fragment Search

The filtering process in the previous section happens completely on
the client side, that is, each separate k-gram query with a large result
set increases the filtering overhead on the client side linear in its
result set size. In this section we strive for reduction of the filtering
overhead on the client side but increase it on the server side. Again,
we start with the FHOPE-encryption as described in Algorithm 1 but
omit the actual k-gram positions. Instead, string s to be outsourced,
is chopped in multiple string fragments of length | f | that overlap by
length l, i.e. f j = si , . . . , si+|f | and f j+1 = si+ |f |−l , . . . , si+2|f |−l .
This overlapping length is the maximal possible length for one
substring query, otherwise substrings that are chopped into two
different fragments are not correctly retrieved. Each fragment f j is
encrypted using a general (semantically secure) encryption scheme
and outsourced together with all FHOPE-encrypted k-grams said
fragment consists of.
Given the FHOPE-ranges ρ output by convert(ST , q) the client
queries the fragments that are indexed with FHOPE-ciphers that
fall within all ρ i ∈ ρ stated as queryAll(ρρ ) in Protocol 3. This can
be realized using SQL join operations as follows:
SELECT fID FROM Frags WHERE (ρÛ0 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 0 ) AS T1
JOIN

the least frequent k-gram, but is two round interactive. For this
approach we slightly modify the encryption algorithm. More particular, in Algorithm 1 line 12, the occurrence positions for each
k-gram in the outsourced string is encrypted using a deterministic
encryption scheme as defined in Section 2. Note, that encrypting
the positions with deterministic encryption does not weaken the
security of the privacy-preserving index (since each position is
unique) but provides the server the ability to check for equality on
encrypted data.
In the first round, the client queries the k-gram with the smallest FHOPE-range as reference token kgref . The range size directly
correlates with the result set size as highlighted previously, that is,
each k-gram occurs as many times in string s as the FHOPE-range
is long. The result set containing all matching positions pos[kgref ]
is returned to the client. This set of matching positions is then decrypted on the client side and further processed in order to match
for remaining k-grams’ positions. For each k-gram kgi the offset δi
is added pos[kgi ] = {p + δi | p ∈ pos[kgref ]} and encrypted, resulting in EncDet (pos[kgi ]) = {EncDet (p + δi ) | p ∈ posref }. For each
k-gram the FHOPE-range ρ i is then queried at the server together
with the calculated position information EncDet (pos[kgi ]) labeled
as queryInSet(ρ i , EncDet (pos[kgi ])), e.g. using SQL syntax
SELECT Pos FROM SearchIndex WHERE ρÛ1 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 1

SELECT fID FROM Frags WHERE (ρÛ1 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 1 ) AS T2

AND Pos IN EncDet (pos[kg1 ])

ON T1.fID = T2.fID

AND ρÛ2 < FHOPE < ρ̄ 2

......
The result set consists of all encrypted string fragments that contain
each k-gram in τ . However, this result set can raise false positives,
due to wrong position offsets. That is, although all k-grams occur
in the string fragment they do not coherently form the queried
substring q. These false positives are filtered on the client side, based
on the decrypted fragments. The corresponding formal description
of the comprehensive algorithm is given in Protocol 3.

4.3

Filtering on the Server Side

In this section we present a solution that decreases the filtering
overhead on the client side to be linear in the result set size of

AND Pos IN EncDet (pos[kg2 ])
......
The complete protocol is given in Protocol 4.

5

SECURITY EVALUATION

In this section we revise the IND-FAOCPA security definition for
frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption. Our indexing scheme
for k-grams that provides functionality for substring searches fulfills this security definition, that is currently the strongest security
definition for OPE-schemes known in the literature. However, even
if the security is defined by this formal framework, the practical
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Protocol 4: Evaluation on the Server Side

1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8

Data: @DB: search Index I .
@CL: Query q = q 1 . . . ql , State ST , secret key sk
Result: Set r of matching positions for q.
τ , ρ ← convert(ST , q)
/* We assume all tokens exist in ST .
*/
< kgref, δ ref >← τ .дet Small est Ranдe() /* Choose k -gram
with fewest matches as reference */
posref ←I.quer y(ρ ref ))
foreach < kgi , δ i > ∈ τ do
posi = posref + δ i /* Retrieve matches for current
k-gram
*/
posi ← queryInSet(ρ i , EncDet (pos[kgi ])
cor r ect I ndices(posref )
return base Mat ches

implications are not clear as already stressed in the pioneer work by
Boldyreva et al. [5, 6]. Indeed, Naveed et al. [26] demonstrated practical attacks with a plaintext recovery rate up to 80% on a database
encrypted under a OPE scheme that fulfills a formal security definition, namely POPF security. This has been achieved by exploiting
auxiliary data that has a similar structure as the actual encrypted
database. As a result, we evaluate the implications of the formal
security definition for the use-case of indexing k-grams from a
practical perspective. Our analysis is based on the best known and
published attack on frequency-hiding oder-preserving encryption.

5.1

Formal Security Definition

The formal security for frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption as introduced by Kerschbaum [21] is based on the (not necessarily unique) randomized order of two plaintext sequences defined
in the following.
Definition 5.1 (Randomized Order from [21]). Let n be the number
of not necessarily distinct plaintexts in sequence X = x 1 , . . . , x n
(∀i : x i ∈ N). For a randomized order Γ = γ 1 , . . . , γn (with ∀i : 1 ≤
γi , ≤ n, ∀i, j : i , j ⇒ γi , γ j ) of sequence X it holds that
∀i, j : x i > x j ⇒ γi > γ j
and
∀i, j : γi > γ j ⇒ x i ≥ x j
The security game for FHOPE-encryption is defined between an
adversary A and challenger C as follows:
• Adversary A chooses two sequences X 0 , X 1 such that they
have at least one common randomized order Γ.
• Challenger C flips a coin b and encrypts X b and sends this
encrypted sequence back to A.
• Finally the adversary outputs a guess b ′ and wins the game
if b = b ′ .
If the adversary’s advantage is negligible, then the FHOPE-encryption
is said to be IND-FAOCPA (indistinguishable under frequencyanalyzing ordered chosen plaintext attack).
It is clear that our indexing scheme does fulfill this security
definition since all k-grams are ordered during the encryption step,
hence in practice all possible k-gram sequences of length n have
the same randomized order, namely 1, . . . , n.
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Following the cryptographic approach of indistinguishability we
state security based on the following definition.
Definition 5.2 (IND-CPA-IOQ). Let Π = (Gen, Enc, Query) be a
scheme with support for substring search over encrypted data. We
define the security experiment ExpΠA (1λ ) for Π as follows:
• Challenger C creates a secret key sk ← Gen(1λ ).
• Adversary A chooses two strings s 0 , s 1 with |s 0 | = |s 1 |.
• Challenger C flips a coin b, calls STb , Ib ← Enc(sk, sb ) and
sends Ib to A.
• Adversary A submits two query sequences Q 0 , Q 1 with the
same length. Each sequence must be transformable into (multiple) range queries ρ 0 , ρ 1 such that ρ 0 = ρ 1 (relative to STb )
and result in the same sized access pattern.
• Challenger C simulates Query(sk, STb , qb , Ib ) and sends the
transcript VIEW of these query executions to A.
• Adversary A outputs a guess b ′ and the experiment outputs
1 if b = b ′ .
The encryption scheme Π with support for substring search over
encrypted data is indistinguishable under chosen plaintext attacks
for identically ordered queries if all probabilistic adversaries A win
this experiment with negligible probability
h
i 1
Pr ExpΠA (1λ ) − ≤ ϵ.
2
Note, that the restriction on queries (Q 0 , Q 1 ) with one common
randomized order relative to ST0 , ST1 is required, otherwise an
adversary could win the game trivially. For example, assume k = 3
and two strings (over the English alphabet with lexicographic order)
s 0 = “beefs” and s 1 = “lulua” resulting in ST0 = (bee, eef, efs, fs_,
s__) and ST1 =(a__, lul, lua, ua_, ulu). Two valid query sequences
for the experiment are Q 0 = (e__,s__ ) and query Q 1 =(lu_,ulu) both
transformed to range queries ρ 0 = ρ 1 = ([1−2], [5]). The restriction
of same sized access pattern requires that for each substring query
out of set Qb all k-grams forming these queries have the same
number of occurrences.
Further, the transcript VIEW is the view of a semi-honest server,
consisting of all messages sent from the client to the server.
Theorem 1. The two round interactive protocol for substring
queries over encrypted data with filtering on the server side as described in Protocol 4 is IND-CPA-IOQ secure, if the underlying deterministic encryption is secure and the frequency hiding order preserving
encryption is IND-FAOCPA.
Proof. We sketch the proof in Appendix A.



For a better understanding of the practical implications of using
an IND-FAOCPA secure FHOPE-scheme for outsourcing k-grams,
we attacked FHOPE-encrypted k-gram indexes with the best known
attack on FHOPE-schemes published by Grubbs et al. [16]. In a first
step we revise their attack called bucketing attack, then we describe
our evaluations settings and finally present the results.
The bucketing attack is based on the assumption that an attacker
has access to auxiliary data with similar structure as the FHOPEencrypted target data. That is, the attacker’s auxiliary data and
target data are drawn from the same value domain (in our string
example the same k-gram distribution over the same alphabet Σ)
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with a similar underlying distribution. Given encrypted target data
of length n and sufficient (i.e. with length greater than n) auxiliary data, the attacker samples n values from the auxiliary data.
These values are classified corresponding to their prefix of length
β, every bucket is labeled with such a prefix. Then the upper and
lower bound on the rank of all elements in each bucket is calculated; following our construction these ranks are the same as their
FHOPE-ciphertext values. So these buckets give an approximation
of all ciphertexts that share the same prefix with length β. This
data sampling and bucketing process is repeated l times and the
border rank values for each bucket are averaged. Finally, the most
common plaintext for each averaged bucket is the guess for the
target ciphertext that falls within that averaged bucket range.

5.2

Practical Security Evaluation

For our practical security analysis we evaluate the bucketing attack
revised in the previous paragraph. Each guess by the attacker is
counted as successful if the mapping from the FHOPE-ciphertexts
to the corresponding k-gram is correct. The attacker’s success ratio
is the number of correct guesses divided by the overall FHOPEencrypted k-grams. Each measurement has been repeated 100 times
and we calculated the mean value. All our attacks are based on the
Enron dataset [1]. More particular, both the auxiliary data and the
challenge data is chosen out of the same dataset collection.
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Figure 1: Attacker’s advantage with partly know plaintext.
As a first baseline evaluation, we performed an attack where the
attacker can access parts of the challenge data as auxiliary data
and we increased this known part successively. In more detail, we
evaluated how successful the bucketing attack is with auxiliary
data chosen as 500 random files and partly used the same file set as
challenge data. We set the bucketing prefix parameter β = 3 and
varied the k-gram size between 3 and 7. Note, that β = k = 3 is a
special case in which each bucket has only one element, hence the
bucketing attack corresponds to the sorting attack on frequencyhiding order-preserving encryption as discussed by Grubbs [16]. In
the case of full knowledge about the known challenge text, called
dense knowledge, the sorting attack has 100% success rate as already

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have prototypically implemented our substring search protocols
in Oracle’s Java 1.8. All client operations have been executed on
Windows 10 with an Intel i7 6600U CPU @ 2.6 GHz and 16 GB
main memory. As database system we chose MySQL running in
the same LAN with 4 Intel XEON E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz processors
and 256 GB main memory. We ran all our evaluations on subsets of
the Enron dataset; the subsets are sampled randomly for each run.

6.1

0.6

20

highlighted by Naveed et al. [26]. The attacker’s advantage for
different k-gram sizes and different fractions of known plaintext is
shown in Figure 1.
Further, we executed series of more comprehensive attacks where
we fixed the dataset size for values within {200, 500, 1000, 2000}
and increased the amount of auxiliary data the attacker has access
to. We evaluated the effect of increased alphabet size by filtering
the text for all special characters in Figure 2 and 3, and by ignoring
case-sensitivity in Figure 4 and 5. We chose different k-gram sizes
k, and fixed the prefix size β = 2 with bucketing sampling process
repeated l = 100 times as suggested in [16]. The attacker’s success
ratio decreases with increased k-gram size k for all data sets. For the
case sensitive attacks we report attack success ratio between 1% and
3.5%, depending on the k-gram size chosen during the encryption
step. As expected, the filtering process increases the attack success
and the same is true for case-insensitive encryption since the target
alphabet size decreases. That is, for the case insensitive attacks we
report attack success ratio between 3% and 15%, depending on the
k-gram size chosen during the encryption step.

Viability of the Client State

Recall, that the client needs to store a secret state mapping each
k-gram to a range of FHOPE ciphertexts. In a first step we analyzed
the compression ratio for the client state depending on the used
k-gram size and the outsourced amount of files. We have randomly
sampled different numbers of files and counted the number of
overall k-grams and the number of unique k-grams that are stored
in the client’s state. The compression ratio is the overall k-gram
number divided by the number of unique k-grams. We repeated
each file sampling 10 times and averaged the compression ratio for
all runs. This was performed with and without a preprocessing step
in which all special characters have been filtered out. As we can see
in Figure 6a without the preprocessing step and in Figure 6b this
compression ratio highly depends on the chosen k-gram size k and
the possible alphabet size since the number of all possible k-grams is
|Σ|k 1 . For 100, 000 not preprocessed files consisting of 255, 322, 941
k-grams in average the number of unique k-grams varied from
138, 242 for k = 3 up to 3, 410, 053 for k = 7. With the character
filtering step before the actual outsourcing, the overall number of
k-grams is 216, 817, 129 and the average number of unique k-grams
varied from 50, 315 for k = 3 up to 10, 313, 490 for k = 7.

6.2

Substring Search Time

In this section we evaluate the three different filtering strategies
presented in Section 4, that is, the straightforward position set reduction (Figure 7), the fragment search (Figure 8) and the filtering
1 |Σ |

is decreased with the preprocessing step.
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Figure 2: Case sensitive attacks on dataset filtered for special characters and different auxiliary dataset sizes.
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Figure 3: Case sensitive attacks on unfiltered dataset and different auxiliary dataset sizes.
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Figure 4: Lower case attacks on dataset filtered for special characters and different auxiliary dataset sizes.
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Figure 5: Lower case attacks on unfiltered dataset and different auxiliary dataset sizes.
on the server side based on deterministically encrypted position
information (Figure 9). All tests have been run on an unmodified
MySQL database that has been accessed by the client via LAN interface and Java’s JDBC driver. In order to evaluate the substring search
in real-world scenarios, our measurements contain the complete

query answering time including network latency and client postprocessing time. That is, the measured times include token generation,
query transmission over the LAN interface, the MySQL database
processing time and the network latency for result set transmission
together with the client’s intermediate or post-processing step.
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Figure 6: Compression ratio for different k-gram sizes and indexed files.
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Figure 7: Search time for different k-gram sizes using the position set reduction filtering strategy.
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Figure 8: Search time for different k-gram sizes using the fragment search filtering strategy.
For each filtering strategy we have evaluated the substring search
time for different k-gram sizes 3, 5, 7, different query length starting
with 3 up to 20 and a varying amount of indexed files out of the
Enron dataset starting from 500 files up to 10, 000 files. In order to
be comparable, each measurement is given for the same indexed
files and the same sequence of substring queries. Furthermore, each
plotted data point is the mean value of 100 values.

The search times for the position set reduction as described in
Section 4.1 are illustrated in Figure 7a for k-gram size 3, 7b for
k-gram size 5, 7c for k-gram size 7. As one can see, the search time
grows linearly with increased databased size, for example, doubling the indexed database size from 5000 to 10000 indexed files
increases the mean search time for query length 3 from 5 seconds
to 10 seconds. This effect is independent of the used k-gram size.
Nevertheless, the k-gram size influences the search time depending
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Figure 9: Search time for different k-gram sizes using the filtering on the server side.
on the query length since the k-gram size determines the required
query rounds. That is, a substring query of length l on database
outsourced with k-gram size k requires ⌈ kl ⌉ FHOPE range queries
and each query induces an additional scan of the complete database.
Hence, the search time increases linearly with the number of required FHOPE range queries; a greater k-gram size supports longer
substring queries with the same number of FHOPE (SQL) range
queries. Compared to the other filtering strategies, the processing
time of this method is not affected by the result set size.
The search times for the fragment search as described in Section 4.2 are illustrated in Figure 8a for k-gram size 3, 8b for k-gram
size 5, and 8c for k-gram size 7. The fragment size has been set to
500 characters with 21 characters overlapping. Note that this filtering strategy can be performed with one single SQL query hence the
round trip time is minimized. Further, the FHOPE-range queries
are evaluated on fragment IDs instead of the complete position
information, decreasing the processing complexity (by approximately the fragment size). We identified two main parameters that
affect the query time. First, the result set size has great impact,
especially for short substring queries, since all (encrypted) matched
fragments are transferred to the client for post processing. Second,
the required number of JOIN operations that are evaluated on the
database. Given a fixed k-gram size k, this correlates with the number of k-grams the substring query consists of, hence the length of
substring query increases the processing time although the result
set size decreases. Both effects can be observed in Figure 8a.
The search times for filtering strategy on the server side using deterministic encrypted position information as described in
Section 4.3 for k-gram size 3, 5, 7 are illustrated in Figures 9a, 9b,
9c. Again, both result set size and number of k-grams that form
the substring query affect the search time, however, the effect is
much stronger. Recall, that position set for the reference k-gram
poss [kgref ] is corrected for each k-gram using the corresponding
offset value and needs to be re-encrypted and transferred again to
the database system. Hence, the overhead for the encryption operations multiplied by the number of k-grams the substring query
is transformed to, results in high search times especially for small
k-gram sizes and big databases. Since the results for k-gram size 3
appear impractical for large databases we abandoned the evaluation
time for this parameter.

7

FURTHER DISCUSSION

In this section we present further extensions that support substring
searches for dynamic databases. More particular, we discuss different approaches how to add strings to the outsourced database after
the initial encryption process. Further, additional security measures
are discussed in this section.

7.1

From Static to Dynamic Database

As discussed in Section 3.1, the initial preprocessing step – obviously
including encryption – is performed for the whole sensitive data
collection once before the outsourcing process. Recall, that the
resulting output of the preprocessing step consists of the privacypreserving search index I and the secret state ST . This secret state
ST can be exploited for adding data already available in ST while
providing randomness for such added data. More precisely, we can
hide the frequency information of a value x to be added by sampling
a random ciphertext in the existing ciphertext range. For example,
assume the client’s state ST already holds five different ciphertexts
for the encryption of k-gram x, that is, EncFHOPE (x) ∈ {a, a + 1, a +
2, a + 3, a + 4}. The client chooses one of these values randomly as
ciphertext of value x. One the one hand, more frequent k-grams
have a bigger ciphertext-domain from which the encryption value
is sampled. On the other hand, less frequent k-grams have a smaller
ciphertext-domain but an encryption is needed less frequent for
these k-grams since they occur less frequent. In conclusion, this
random sampling has the effect of histogram flattening for k-grams.
A completely new k-gram kgn induces the re-encryption of all
k-grams that are greater than kgn i.e., all k-grams kgi with kgi >
kgn need to be re-encrypted. However, re-encryption is an easy
task for a DBMS: lets assume a new k-gram kg is added, and its
OPE encryption is EncFHOPE (kg) = x. So all values with greater
ciphertexts need a re-encryption implemented by a a simple SQL
command, such as
UPDATE CIPHERS SET ENC = ENC + 1 WHERE ENC > x.
In order to minimize the necessity of this updating step, the client
can reserve a bigger domain than needed for each value after indexing the initial database. For example, given a ciphertext domain for
k-gram x as EncFHOPE (x) ∈ {a, a + 1, a + 2, a + 3, a + 4} the client
reserves an amount of b placeholding ciphertexts that are not used
for the encryption of actual k-grams but added for later sampling.
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That is, the ciphertext-domain {(a + 4) + 1, . . . , (a + 4) + b} is added
to the search index while the the first ciphertext of the next real
k-gram y is (a + 4) + b + 1. Since FHOPE encryption is applied to
k-grams of a natural language, we can extract some statistics about
x (or a prefix of x), e.g., in the case that k-gram x starts with the
frequent letter ‘e’ we choose a bigger ciphertext gap b than in the
case that x starts with the less frequent letter ‘q’.
Alternatively, it is always possible to create a separate search index for each indexed document collection. That is, a first document
collection m 1 is indexed in a privacy-preserving index ST1 , I 1 ←
Enc(sk, m 1 ) and a second document collection is indexed afterwards
in another privacy-preserving index ST2 , I 2 ← Enc(sk, m 2 ). Now
the client needs to query all different indexes separately, but we
define a threshold t of different indexes. If t reached, all document
Ðt
collections m 1 , . . . , mt are merged to M = i=1
mi . This merged
document collection is then re-indexed to one fresh state and index
ST , I ← Enc(sk, M).

7.2

Increased Security

Although modular OPE as introduced by Boldyreva et al. [6] and
further evaluated by Mavrofakis et al. [25] has been suggested
for deterministic order-preserving encryption, the same intuition
can be applied to frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption.
There are two different approaches: i) the ordering information over
the alphabet are shifted with modular addition, e.g. the alphabet
{a, . . . , z} starts with {o, . . . , z, a, . . . , n} or ii) the internal FHOPE
range after building the index is shifted with a (secret) offset. This
modular offset is then part of the secret state and increases the
complexity of the bucketing attack described and evaluated in Section 5.2. While both approaches are viable in theory, the practical
effect of the modular shift directly on the alphabet has a small security effect because there are only as much different shifts as the
size of the alphabet.
An alternative approach with increased security levels enabling
substring queries by our transformation from substrings to range
queries is based on functional encryption, i.e., privacy-preserving
range queries [8, 19, 31]. On the one hand, such constructions
render the bucketing attack impossible, since no ordering information about the plaintext is leaked, but only the information if the
plaintext falls within the queried range. On the other hand, the integration overhead of such solutions increase tremendously because
the database internals require modifications and well engineered
indexing techniques are not applicable to such schemes (without
additional leakage).

8

RELATED WORK

Databases-as-a-service is one of the most prominent application
that operate directly on encrypted data without intermediate decryption [17, 18]. In this scenario, the client encrypts the data before
outsourcing it to a database service provider due to trust issues
not only against external attackers but also against insider attackers such as administrators of the service provider. CryptDB [29]
is based on adjustable encryption that wraps multiple encryption
schemes. This combination of different encryption schemes, each
rendering different SQL aspects possible, then provides most of the
SQL functionality on encrypted data. While the initial outsourced
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encryption is randomized and offers the highest security level but
without support of any functionality, all underlying schemes are
property-preserving encryption schemes that maintain some specific property of the plaintexts even after encryption [2, 3, 5, 6].
One essential property-preserving encryption scheme deployed in
CryptDB is order-preserving encryption supporting range-queries
and sorting operations directly on encrypted data.

8.1

Property-Preserving/Revealing Encryption

The idea of such encryption scheme was formulated by Agrawal
et al. [2] that is based on the idea of modifying the plaintext distribution into a uniformly distributed ciphertext domain. In addition,
their intuitive description includes a plaintext to ciphertext mapping
table as adopted in our construction, however, their construction
lacks the compression step.
The first formal security definition for order-preserving encryption, namely indistinguishability under ordered chosen plaintext
attacks (IND-OCPA) was presented by Boldyreva et al. [5]. Additionally, they prove that no stateless order-preserving encryption
scheme can fulfill this definition and gave a weaker definition of
pseudorandom order-preserving function POPF that can be fulfilled
by a stateless encryption scheme. The first specific construction
of a stateful order-preserving encryption achieving the strong security definition of IND-OCPA has been published by Popa et al.
[28]. This linear (in the number of distinct plaintexts) size state is
then outsourced to a separate OPE server and can be retrieved in a
multi-round protocol between client and OPE server. This required
multi-round communication renders their solution practically inefficient due to possible network delay. An optimized version that
eliminates the necessity of a separate server but still with client
state linear in the number of distinct plaintexts has been published
by Kerschbaum and Schröpfer [22]. All these encryption schemes
are deterministic, hence they do not only preserve the order but also
the plaintext distribution is preserved for the ciphertexts. These
characteristics can be exploited by an attacker who has access to
auxiliary information about the deterministically OPE-encrypted
plaintext data, such as publicly available statistics e.g. census data.
A first practical implementation of successful attacks has been
presented by Naveed et al. [26]. They proposed two kinds of attacks
on order-preserving encryption, namely the sorting attack for targets that contain the most part of the message space in encrypted
form, and the cumulative attack that combines ordering information with frequency information. Using these attacks they were
able to empirically recover more than 80% of the patient records
for 95% of an encrypted databases containing electronic medical
records encrypted with deterministic OPE.
In order to mitigate these kind of attacks, Kerschbaum proposed
a frequency-hiding order preserving encryption scheme that does
not only fulfill the IND-OCPA security but the strictly stronger
security notion indistinguishability under frequency-analyzing ordered chosen plaintext attacks [21]. Kerschbaum proved negligible
probability for the rebalancing operation of the client’s state (also
inducing a re-encryption) assuming a databases with a huge number of data queries but moderate number of data inserts. Partial
order preserving encryption (POPE) is an alternative scheme fulfilling this strong security notion utilizing a trusted comparison oracle
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and has been published recently by Roche et al. [30]. In contrast to
Kerschbaum’s scheme, the assumption for the underlying database
operations is orthogonal for POPE, that is, Roche et al. assume a
huge number of data inserts but moderate number of data queries.
Due to the simple integration of Kerschbaum’s scheme into common DBMS and the additional comparison oracle required for POPE
we decided to apply Kerschbaum’s scheme for our construction.
We emphasize, however, that both techniques provide functionality
for range queries on encrypted data and hence are applicable for
our construction; especially for database with a high number of
text inserts but a moderate number of substring queries POPE is a
suitable alternative.
Another series of practical attacks against (not only deterministic) order-preserving encrypted values has been published recently
by Grubbs et al. [16]. Particularly the bucket attack is the first attempt of exploiting only the ordering characteristics without the
need of frequency information, hence it is applicable on randomized
order-preserving encryption.
Due to the preservation of properties after the application of
property-preserving encryption schemes, the deployment overhead
of such encryption schemes on common database systems is minimal. That is, internal indexing techniques based on such preserved
properties can directly be applied on encrypted values as on plaintext data and filtering for data that fulfills a specific property is
possible without modifications.
A more general approach is order-revealing encryption that enables the comparison of all encrypted values but is based on a special
comparison function. The first formulation of such order-revealing
encryption schemes has been presented by Boneh et al. [7] based
on multilinear maps. Chenette et al. proposed constructions solely
based on a pseudorandom function but with lower security guarantees [12] and it has been further improved by Lewi and Wu [23]. In
contrast to order-preserving encryption schemes, the comparison
function is not the same as on plaintext data, the ordering property
is not preserved but can be revealed using this special, publicly computable comparison function. This enables the database systems to
index all encrypted based on the revealed property, however, the
deployment is more invasive since the special comparison function
needs to be implemented into this database.

8.2

Searchable Encryption

In contrast, with symmetric searchable encryption introduced by
Song et al. [32] this comparison function is not publicly computable
but the server requires a special token to evaluate a query on encrypted data. This token is generated by the client who wishes to
submit a query and has access to the secret encryption key. The
consequence of this non-comparability of encrypted values is on
the one hand perfect security for all not queried values, however,
on the other hand, the database system cannot build a search index
autonomously. Goh published the idea of an index generation step
at the client side during the initial data encryption procedure [15].
Curtmola et al. enhanced this idea and introduced an encrypted
inverted index that results in optimal search time [13]. Further variations have been published that support data additions [9, 20, 33].
However, all these works only support exact pattern matching
and there are only a few schemes that support more complex data
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queries such as range queries or substrings. One scheme that supports range queries on encrypted data has been published by Boneh
et al. [8] in the public key setting while Shi et al. [31] designed
the corresponding secret key version. Both schemes provide a special token generation function that takes range boundaries and
the secret key as input parameters and output a corresponding
range token. Given this range token to the server allows to check
for each encrypted value if this value falls within the range the
token has been generated for. While all non-matching values stay
semantically secure, the search operation is linear in the number
of encrypted values. Lu followed the approach of Goh and constructed the first encrypted search index supporting range queries
[24], however, their index leaks the ordering information of all
indexed values reducing the security to that of OPE.
With respect to substring search functionality two lines of work
have been published recently providing such functionality. Faber
et al. [14] followed the line of work started by Cash et al. that supports conjunctive keyword search [10]. They divided the text into
k-grams together with encrypted index information where the corresponding k-gram occurs and this information is outsourced using
searchable encryption. A substring search is then the conjunction
of such k-grams where the correct k-gram position is evaluated
directly on encrypted index information. A different approach has
been studied by Chase et al. [11]; they build a privacy-preserving
suffix tree for the indexed text that is outsourced to the server. For
each substring query, this suffix-tree is then evaluated in an interactive protocol between the client and the server. Both approaches
require extensive modifications of the underlying database system,
hence prevent easy deployment into existing database systems.
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CONCLUSION

We present a novel approach for outsourcing encrypted data while
providing substring search functionality with focus on the practical deployment. Our construction is based on k-gram indexing
where each k-gram is encrypted using a static frequency-hiding
order-preserving encryption scheme. We gave a theoretical security definition for this scheme and have evaluated the security of
this privacy-preserving outsourcing techniques by practical means.
That is, we attacked our construction with the strongest published
attack on such encryption scheme [16] and report plaintext recovery rates between 1% and 15% based on the attacker’s auxiliary
knowledge about the indexed plaintext and the plaintext alphabet.
Compared to previous schemes that allow privacy-preserving substring search our scheme is easy to deploy into existing database
systems without system-internal modifications. In combination
with a substring search time of 98.3 ms over 10, 000 randomly chosen indexed e-mails of the Enron dataset we present a scheme that
can be deployed for practical use-cases.
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A

FORMAL SECURITY DEFINITION

We decided to sketch the security proof for Theorem 1 due to the
application of the weakest encryption algorithm for the position
information, that is, deterministic encryption, e.g. implemented by
a blockcipher with fixed initialization vector. Following the line of
work published by Bellare et al. [4], we model this deterministic
encryption by a pseudorandom permutation F defined as follows:
Definition A.1 (Pseudorandom Function). Given an efficient computational keyed function F : {0, 1} λ × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n , we say
F is a pseudorandom permutation (PRP) if for all PPT distinguishers
D, the advantage defined as
h
i
h
i
Pr D F (k, ·) (1λ ) = 1 − Pr D f (·) (1λ ) = 1 = ϵ
is negligible. Here k ← {0, 1} λ is a secret key sampled uniformly at
random and f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n is a function chosen randomly
from the set of all functions mapping bitstrings with length n to
bitstrings with the same length n.
We use the security of pseudorandom permutations together
with the formalization of frequency-hiding order-preserving encryption as stated in Definition 5.1 to give an intuition of the security proof for Theorem 1.
For this proof we present a sequence of games {G0 , G1,i , G2, j },
each outputting a transcript VIEW0 (b), VIEW1,i (b), VIEW2, j (b). The
games G1,i are hybrid games where we modify the i-th encrypted
position information returned by any k-gram query. The games
G2, j are hybrid games where we modify the j-th encrypted position information never returned by any k-gram query but stored in
the encrypted index. We assume an implicit order over ciphertexts
according to their bit representation. Each game gradually differs,
until the transcript of the final game is independent of the sampled
bit b by the experiment, hence the adversary can only guess b ′
with probability 12 in the final game. We argue that each game is
indistinguishable from the previous game except with negligible
probability, hence the view of the first game and the final game is
also indistinguishable except with negligible probability.
G0 : In this game we follow the experiment for IND-CPA-IOQ
(cf. Definition 5.2) hence output the real transcript VIEW0 (b)
the attackers observes.
G1,1 : In this game we simulate the first encrypted position information returned by any k-gram query. That is, we replace
the first returned encrypted positions (both in the query
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result and the encrypted search index) with a randomly sampled bitstring in {0, 1}n . Denote the modified transcript with
VIEW1,1 (b). Note that positions returned multiple times, e.g.,
because a substring query is repeated, are always replaced
with the same sampled bitstring.
G1,i : In this game, we simulate all encrypted position information up to the i-th value returned by any k-gram query.
G2,1 : In this game we simulate the first encrypted position
information stored in the encrypted search index but never
returned by any k-gram query. That is, we replace the first
returned encrypted position in the search index with a randomly sampled bitstring in {0, 1}n . Denote the modified
transcript with VIEW2,1 (b).
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G2, j : In this game we replace the deterministic encryption
of the j-th positions that have never been returned with
randomly sampled bitstrings {0, 1}n .
The transition from one game to the next game is indistinguishable for the adversary except with negligible probability ϵ, otherwise the adversary could attack the random permutation. Denoting
n as the number of replaced encrypted values, the overall probability for an adversary to distinguish G0 from G2,l is nϵ. In the last
game G2,l all deterministically encrypted values are replaced with
random strings and hence are independent from the sampled bit b.
Since the range queries Q 0 , Q 1 have the same ordering by definition
of the security, this completes the proof.

